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Our Next Meeting:
Our next meeting will be on Monday, March 18th
at 6:30 pm, at HobbyTown USA.
Watch for
Logan’s Coupons! We’ll wrap up around 8 PM and
relocate to Logan’s for dinner.

This Issue
As always special thanks to Emanuel for again
supplying the photos from our last meeting. It was
a good meeting with 18 modelers in attendance.
Thanks also to Don Hixson who supplied us with
the game prize and surprise unveiling of his model
of The Orca at last month’s meeting. He also
supplied a couple of pages in this month’s little
newsletter.
There is a reprint with permission of
an article on Yancey Christopher, the big winner
from our show in January. Remember he built the
USS Arizona. Thanks to Michael Abernathy of the
Times News for allowing us to reproduce this
article. Jeff has supplied us with an article on the
IPMS Richmond show last month. Mike Moore

UPCOMING EVENTS

has done the same so we get two perspectives on
the event There are several pages of show flyers
including a Preliminary Flyer for IPMS/Chattanooga
MODELCON!!!!! Yes that is right and It will be here
before you know it! After the run of show flyers
there are a few photos of the Marietta R-III
Regional show from last Saturday. Yes Bob that is
a 1/72 Anagram C-5A!!!

DATE

Catawba Valley Scale Modelers
Hickory NC

3/16/2013

Knoxville Model Show

3/16/2013

IPMS/Louisville

5/18/2013

IPMS/Pensacola

Lynn Petty - Chapter Contact
9018 Oak Haven Drive
Chattanooga, TN 37421
hlpetty@comcast.net

5/3&4/2013

IPMS/Chattanooga ModelCon

1/10&11/2014

Atlanta Figure Show

2/14&15/2014
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Don
I also think your Orca contest went VERY WELL! Thanks for unveiling your model
in such a fashion and thanks for the gift certificate that went to the winner! That
was a highlight from the February meeting. Photos of Don’s model appear elsewhere in this newsletter as does the Apalachicola Maritime Museum Flyer that
Don sent to me to share. Looks like it is well worth a visit next time I’m in that
area. -Editor…
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Model

Builder

1. 1/48 A-4E Skyhawk “TOPGUN”

Ben Bonvilllain

2. Orca

Don Hixson

3. Welsh CRJ200

Dave Wells

4. Mach 2 HH-43 (kit in box)

Bob COlbert

5. F-18E Revell of Germany

Mike Bradley
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Photos
from our
last
meeting
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Model Citizen
Scott Muthersbaugh / Times-News

By Michael D. Abernethy / Times-News (Burlington NC)
Published: Sunday, February 17, 2013 at 03:05 AM.

Out of active military service and back on
U.S. soil for years, Yancey Christopher remained troubled by his experiences in Baghdad.
In 2004 he completed a 16-month tour that
included a year in Iraq as a member of the
422nd Civil Affairs Battalion, with the Army
Reserve. His team lost several men and
more were wounded by gunfire or explosions.
By 2009 he was enduring strings of anxious,
sleepless nights. Close proximity to several
blasts led to increasing difficulty with his cognition and hand-eye coordination.
Growing up in Haw River, he’d packed away
his glue and paint sets in favor of girls and
rock music. At 43, he turned to his childhood
hobby for therapy.
“It was helpful in a few ways,” Christopher,
now 46, said. “It made me work with my
hands. It was also helpful having to plan
something all the way through and use schematics to build things. It also helped pass the
time and keep my mind off of things.”
Last month, his helpful hobby paid off in
other ways.
His exactingly detailed, 1:200-scale model of
the USS Arizona swept the top awards at the
Chattanooga ModelCon. He left TenYancey Christopher has won many awards for his intricate models of ships, including his
nessee on Jan. 13 with prizes for
model of the USS Arizona. A veteran of the war in Iraq, he uses the hobby as a form of therJudges’ Best in Show, Chairman’s
apy.
Choice, People’s Choice and Best Ship
for the Arizona. His Mercury Space Capsule took Best Space Subject. He picked up another five gold medals in the competition, which judged more than 400 entries from all across the U.S.
In an email, the Chattanooga Scale Modelers President Lynn Petty called Christopher’s ship the “big hit” of
the annual show, praising the research and effort obvious in the rendering of the Arizona.
“I was extremely surprised. I’m still relatively new at this,” Christopher said. “I’m still looking for my niche, but
it might be ships.”
WELCOME TO “YANCEYVILLE.”
Up a flight of steps lined with memorabilia and press clippings from his time in Iraq, including an Iraqi flag he
recovered and was photographed with for a feature in the April 19, 2003, edition of The Military Times, is
Christopher’s workshop. He and his friends call it “Yanceyville,” a play on his first name.
The walls are lined with diecast NASCAR autos, Pink Floyd and Led Zeppelin posters and, above, Blackbeard’s menacing flag featuring a devil skeleton spearing a heart.
Several shelves and a desk are stacked with bits of metal and plastic, paints, brushes, knives, scissors,
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wires, bobby pins, paper clips and even a few surgical tools.

“These are the tools of the trade. Everything is pointed or sharp,” he said.
If you think modeling is easy — just pulling plastic pieces out of a box, snapping them together and slinging
some paint on them — Christopher’s work elevates it to an art form.
At a desk with a high-powered lamp and a pair of jeweler’s glasses is where he spent 11 months researching
and detailing the Arizona. The historic battleship was bombed and sank during the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor. Every detail is precise and as historically accurate as he could make it.
Tiny planes on the ship’s deck are complete with cockpits and seatbelts inside. Dozens of crisscrossed, interwoven threads make up the rigging. Inside the ship’s button-sized search lights, he painted mirrors that
catch and reflect light. He drilled breeches in the 5-inch guns, where soldiers would have loaded shells.
Even the ship’s paint is to scale, a flat black and gray that appears lighter from farther away and aged with
salt-gray streaks between the boards on the hull. He used six shades of brown and tan on the deck, giving
the illusion of thousands of tiny, interlocking boards the size of mouse teeth.
He spends between one and three hours a night on his projects. He suffers from “advanced modeler’s syndrome,” the condition of not being content with building a model from the kit without additions or alterations.
When he jumped back into modeling, Christopher built a 1:350-scale model of the USS North Carolina. It
took second and third places at his first show in 2011, RDUCon. He’s submitted models at about 10 shows
since.
“This is a solitary hobby, so getting people together who do this is really something neat,” he said.
This spring, he’ll retire the North Carolina and donate it to the Haw River Historical Museum.
“I don’t think it’s fair to keep on entering the same ones once they’ve won,” he said.
CHRISTOPHER SPENDS HIS days as a deputy with the Alamance County Sheriff’s Office and a superior
court bailiff.
The bailiff’s job is to be a courtroom referee.
“It’s a balance between being objective and having empathy or sympathy for the victims,” he said. “I look at it
as a well-officiated football game. If no one’s talking about the referees, it’s a good game.”
His memories of Iraq, its people and the lives lost there are never far. He wears a black band on his right
wrist with the name and dates of a friend killed in action.
His unit was one of the first inside Baghdad in 2003. He recalled the fear of traveling into the city, where they
expected to be gassed and exposed to biological weapons.
Once inside, his battalion took on many roles. They rebuilt and stabilized schools and banks and helped restore sections of the city’s failing sewer system. They sought out the missing and abducted. On any given
day, he could be a firefighter, a peacekeeper, a friend or a trained killer.
It’s obvious which of those roles he preferred.
During his deployment, he took several thousand photos, many of smiling, laughing children befriended in
inner-city Baghdad: a series of two young, laughing girls with striking, hazel eyes; a boy with half a mauled
banana inside his giggling mouth; a crowd of children around him, smiling and hugging him.
“If it wasn’t for the kids, I don’t think I would have made it over there,” he said, matter-of-factly.
He praises his wife of 15 years, Janelle, with bringing him through it and holding things together at home
while he was away.
“People just don’t realize how much military wives do. They are the unsung heroes,” he said.
In their home, east of Bellemont, the Christophers rescue animals from puppy mills and abusive situations.
They currently have a Sheltie, “Nemo,” and a Yorkie, “Lucy,” and have taken in a stray, black cat that “found
us.”
Christopher is active with Models for Troops, an organization that supplies active-duty and retired soldiers
with modeling supplies. He also is the president of the International Plastic Modelers Society’s George
Preddy Club, a group that meets the first Thursday of each month at Hobby Town in Greensboro.

Michael D. Abernethy
The Times-News
Burlington, N.C.
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#3 in the Tools I can’t Live Without Series - Mike
Moore

This month's installment, digital calipers. I owe this acquisition to master scratch builder Ben Jakobsen. Ben
has done masters for many different aftermarket manufacturers of almost everything. While its gone now,
Ben had a site up that showed how he does things. One of his tips was using calipers for all kinds of things.
Of course there's the normal stuff, like figuring what size a #65 drill bit is. Or what size in inches a .5mm bit
is. But that's not all. Forget measuring how long something is. Measure it with the calipers, lock them down,
and transfer the measurement with no errors. With the sharp points on the calipers I was even able to scribe
regularly spaced planks on my carrier deck masters.
You can get these all over the place for about $30. I got mine in the beading department at Michaels, but
places like Micro Mark also stock them for about the same price. Get some. You'll be amazed at how many
uses you'll find for them!
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Richmond – February 23, 2013
By Jeff Mattheiss
This could be considered a story within a story.
I like going to model shows. I also like going to
places I’ve never been before. Special note:
going somewhere you’ve never been before
can usually be enjoyed more in daylight.
After hearing Mike Moore “talk up” last year’s
Richmond show I was determined to go myself
this year. As I am not much one for riding but
would much rather do the driving I therefore
drove. Now, Richmond is about an eight-hour
drive from here not counting any traffic issues.
Mike, being the work at home guy that he is,
was able to leave work early at about 1:30
thus, once we picked Ben up, we were on the
road by 2:00 on that Friday. Being somewhat
apprehensive after seeing the weather radar
that morning I was expecting snow in midVirginia but most of it was melted although the
temperature hovered in the bottom half of the
mid 30’s. And then once out of the Shenandoah Valley the rain started. Oh, well. On the
bright side we made it to a nice hotel that gave
IPMS discounts and were in bed before midnight.
The show itself is situated at the Richmond Speedway, no, not on the track itself but in one of the “out
buildings” that surround the track. The building was a long, somewhat narrow structure that lends itself to
visual deception by allowing you to think there’s not as much room as there really is. There were lots of
vendors there, maybe about 75 tables worth. The prices? Wow! Talk about your deals! I mean, there was a
guy with an “everything $5” table right next to us. Sigh. So much plastic, so little time.
The models were of very well done quality. How well done? Well, Mike’s FE placed 2 nd in the category it
was in! Of course that could be construed as “home field judging” but it was in a class with some VERY well
done aircraft. The guys announced at awards time an unofficial model count of 519 models entered. I didn’t
think there were that many but check out my previous statement about the visual perception problem with
the long, narrow building. There must’ve been some truth to it since it took about 45 minutes to hand out all
the awards.
It was a good day. Our guys got some awards for their efforts but the locals kind of “carried away” quite a
few. Now, this is not to say the models were poor. On the contrary most all of the models there were very
well done. It does appear, however, that quite a few of their “locals” may not travel much so we don’t see
how good a work is done up in that part of the South.
Once the show was over the long drive home began. Yeah, a little rain but not heavy and, aside from a
small scare over the “burning oil” leaking from the valve cover gasket and my drowsiness from being so
late, we arrived home well.
Bottom line? Richmond is well worth going to but it’s MUCH better to plan one day to arrive, one day for the
show, and one day to come home.
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RICHMOND
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Old Dominion Open 2013
By Mike Moore
Roooaaaaddd Trrrrriiiiipppp!!!!!!!
Ok, if you want to go to a really good show, schedule a trip to Richmond Virginia at the end of February.
February 21st Jeff came by the house and picked me, five boxes of vending materials and a few kits to enter, up. From there we went to pick up Ben. By 3 pm we'd made all the pick ups, made a stop at BofA for
cash, and were rolling up 75 to Virginia.
Yes, it's a long drive...about 8 hours in fact. But,
and I mean no disrespect to any of our Region 3
shows, it is just about the best show I've been to
for the last two years running. The quality of the
models on the contest tables is amazing, and
the vending is great as well.
This year there were something like 130 registrants and about 530 models. There was also a
nice distribution of genres. Lots of aircraft, lots
of armor, lots of cars, lots of ships, lots of, well,
you get the picture. And like I said, the overall
quality of the models was impressive, with no
real "gimme" or "best of the worst" type categories. When you place at the Old Dominion Open,
you know you've done well.

The Packed Van
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RICHMOND
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Marietta— Region III Regional — March 9th
By Lynn Petty
After a couple of years with no show in the Atlanta area this show cropped into view last year about the time we were
planning our show. Held in the Marietta area that makes it 1— the natural replacement for the show formerly held in
that area and 2) very easy for us in Chattanooga to get to. In other words you don’t have to drive thru Atlanta!!!!
Held in the Lockheed Workers Union Hall, we wondered what the mysterious bars at the top of the ceiling were used
for. (Do they still hang union scabs?) Anywaysville, the morning started with a quick drive over to Mike’s hlouse
where we waited for Ben who chose to drive down just a little later. Can’t blame him for wanting to “bank” some
sleep since we lost an hour to the time change later that evening. A short drive down after downing some coffee and
a snack on the way we arrived. Quickly setting up the vending area and putting our models out we arrived at almost
the time as Jeff. As always shows in this area are well attended. Vending went very well for Mike who sold some significant amounts of his stock in a short period. Sharing vendor space was very handy to have little space to sit down
and periodically rendezvous with the other guys in our group. The photos that follow include an overview of the
room. Vending purchases were also good, at least for me. I picked up a few of Hasegawa’s old more unusual boxed
FW190’s and a Special Hobby Bristol Beaufort Night Fighter, all for a song! We were able to pass out many flyers of
our show as well aas pick up copies of several other flyers for shows in the region. There were many really nice models in the display contest area. The Lockheed award brought out several entries that were clearly aimed at that
theme. The C5A in 1/72 dominated the table complete with two M1 Abrams driving out the front nose. A close run
bit it actually won the People’s Choice award while a pristine P-3C Orion got the Lockheed nod. Mike Moore must be
congratulated for nabbing Best in Show with his FE2.
The day was completed whena group of us met for the after show diner at Marietta Diner which is very similar to the
Chattanooga Café. Lots of fine food at a reasonable price.
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MARIETTA
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